Report on the implementation of KAMENICA operation

TO THE COMMAND OF THE PRISTINA CORPS /PrK/

The operation to break up and destroy ŠTS /Šiptar /Albanian/ terrorist forces/ within the brigade’s /operation/ area of responsibility/ code-named KAMENICA was carried out on 30 April 1999, from 0600 hours to 1800 hours. The operation covered the area within the brigade’s /reconnaissance/ between Mount Čićavica and the Šrbica-Glogovac communication line including the following features: Kamenica-Vrbovac Hill-Gurina-Kraljica-Doševac Hill and the villages of Gladno Selo, Doševac, Štutica and Vrbovac and surrounding hamlets.

The operation was planned by the Brigade Command and carried out by parts of units from the brigade’s second /command/ combat echelon/. The exemplary efforts by troops and officers in the course of the operation resulted in a high level of success in the breaking up and destruction of ŠTS. According to the information currently available, 148 members of ŠTS were liquidated, while 172 persons were captured and will be duly processed by the OB VJ /Yugoslav Army security organs/ and the MUP SDB /Ministry of the Interior State Security Service/. We have also seized some weapons, equipment and documents.

Special events and proposals of measures will be included in a separate report, but what emerged as the most pressing problem was the brigade’s inadequate supply of hand-held Motorola radios and we request again that you resupply us with them.

It is also necessary to send a team to assist in cleaning up the battlefield.

In this action the unit had 1 dead and 1 wounded soldier.
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